
Ecovacs DEEBOT T9 Robot
Vacuum Cleaner, White
249484

699,00 €

DEEBOT T9 is the next evolutionary step for smart
robots with suction and mopping technology. This
premium robot features TrueDetect 3D 2.0 and
TrueMapping 2.0, so it moves through its environment
and avoids objects with the highest precision. Plus,
DEEBOT T9 cleans with twice the suction power (up to
3,000 Pa) of previous models thanks to OZMO™ PRO
technology. Whether you have carpeted or wooden
floors, or you want to remove pet hair or just dust:
DEEBOT T9 is right for you..

TrueDetect 3D 2.0
Thanks to its updated 3D obstacle detection and avoidance technology, DEEBOT T9 knows every corner of your
home. It detects obstacles in real time with highly accurate resolution, so it can strategically avoid them to avoid
collisions, tangles or interference.

TrueMapping 2.0
Your DEEBOT T9 can adapt to a range of complex environments. It moves through your home in both light and
complete darkness to thoroughly and effortlessly clean it anytime, without interruptions.

Advanced app update
Control your own personal cleaning from anywhere with the revamped ECOVACS HOME app. The three-dimensional
map makes your experience even smarter and more personal by realistically representing your home. You can also
easily switch between a two-dimensional and three-dimensional view to determine the best cleaning route.

A luxurious cleaning experience with air fresheners
DEEBOT T9 can not only remove hair, but also the smell of your pets. With the industry's first built-in air freshener,
DEEBOT T9 keeps your home smelling great long after you've finished cleaning.
Or you can turn the air freshener off completely. That's entirely up to you.

OZMO™ PRO 2.0

SRP 699,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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DEEBOT T9 easily cleans any type of flooring with its advanced OZMO™ PRO feature. It sweeps, vacuums and mops
at the same time to remove even the toughest stains. Thanks to the new OZMO™ PRO kit, your DEEBOT is now also
quieter on the go.

Maximum suction power
DEEBOT T9's maximum suction power is twice as high (up to 3,000 Pa).* DEEBOT T9 uses b glass fibre to keep
suction power constant throughout the cleaning time and efficiently remove dust from hard and carpeted floors.

* Compared to DEEBOT OZMO T8.

Interchangeable mopping attachment
The mop attachment attaches easily, is used for mopping and only needs to be discarded after up to five uses. The
microfibre cloth traps dust, vacuums up stains and leaves no residue.

Compatible with the automatic vacuum station
To make cleaning your home a hassle-free experience, DEEBOT T9 can be combined with an Automatic Vacuum
Station. You can purchase this separately and choose between a sleek space grey or pearl white finish. It comes with
a disposable dust bag that holds 2.5 litres and has an environmentally friendly paper handle.
You control the station via the ECOVACS HOME app, which also notifies you via voice message when the station
starts working.
The automatic vacuum station is compatible with DEEBOT T8 and N8 series.

The disposable dust bag holds 2.5 L.
The 2.5 L capacity is enough to hold 30 days' worth of dust and pet hair. This means that the dust bag no longer needs
to be emptied regularly, so the robot vacuum cleaner can clean the floors for several weeks without maintenance.

The disposable dust bag is made of natural and environmentally friendly material and is easy to attach and replace. It
also has a three-layer filter that effectively filters out 99% of dust particles and allergens down to 2.5 µm.

What's in the Box

    •  Robot
    •  Charging station 
    •  Side brushes x2
    •  Disposable wipes x10
    •  High performance filter
    •  User manual
    •  Cleaning tool
    •  Ozmo Pro 2.0 mopping module
    •  Air Freshener module
    •  Air freshener capsule

Specs

Product Attributes

Control Methods

Controls: App Controlled

Voice assistant integration: Google Assistant

EAN: 6943757600663

Manufacturer number: DEEBOT T9

Product weight: 5.8 kilograms
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Controller app: Proprietary App

Specifications

Cleaning route: Systematic

Navigation method: Laser

Scheduling: true

Max barrier/threshold height: 20

Carpet detection: true

Mopping function: true

Sound level: 67-69

Suction: 3000

Vacuum level adjustment: Manual

Turbo function: Yes, Manual.

Filter technology: HEPA

Dust capacity: 420

Water flow level adjustment: Yes, 3 levels.

Water tank capacity: 180

Washable filter: true

Max cleaning surface, vacuum: 120

Battery

Battery capacity: 5200

Charging time: 6-7

Charging: Proprietary

Dimensions and Weight

Packsize height: 50.5

Packsize width: 42

Packsize length: 18.3

Packaged weight: 7.27
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